
CLIENT SUCCESS STORY

Challenge 

As owner of several airport car parks, a leading 

international airport authority works closely with a 

number of car park management businesses, each of 

which is responsible for day-to-day, onsite operation 

of one or more facilities. 

Car parks represent a large portion of non-aeronautical 

income for this Client, due to historically low landing fees 

and unpredictable airport retail performance, both of 

which are offset by rising security costs. Consequently, 

optimizing car park revenue performance is essential 

to upholding high levels of overall profitability for the 

organization. 

The Client was having difficulty determining the right 

pricing and service mix to keep revenue performance 

high amidst constant and unpredictable fluctuations in 

car park demand. Its pricing strategy used to date was 

relatively static and resembled that of most other airport 

car parks. Several parking options were offered at each 

location, ranging from low-cost remote facilities and 

valet services to parking located nearby the terminal for 

business travelers, with different pricing for short-term 

and extended stays. A vast majority of these services 

maintained the same pricing all year long, with certain 

exceptions made for historically high demand periods 

such as the Holidays and Easter.

The Client also offered a pre-booking service for 

customers to reserve their parking well in advance at a 

discounted price. These discounts were taken from the 

preset price for the date of arrival only, not taking into 

account expected occupancy or number of advance 

bookings already received for a given time period. 

Although this approach permitted some basic variable 

pricing, employing seasonal calendars in a manual 

environment did not fully account for the complexity 

of the marketplace or the changing nature of car 

park demand patterns. It also lacked the analytical 

sophistication to quickly respond to competitors’ 

actions — including other car parks and alternate 

modes of getting to and from the airport — as well as 

to consumer receptiveness to price changes.

Further increasing the complexity, the Client was 

posting its car park prices on several websites hosted by 

individual third-party vendors. This further encouraged 

a somewhat rigid pricing strategy, because any 

fluctuation in pricing through one channel would have 

to be immediately and uniformly applied across every 

point of customer interaction.

 IDeaS Car Park RMS’ capabilities have helped maximize car 
park occupancy and maintain optimal price points for each 
available service, driving better bottom-line performance.



With IDeaS CPRMS, the Client has successfully automated its forecasting and car park 

pricing processes for its busiest airports, paving the way for more effective pricing 

distribution and more accurate revenue and utilization forecasts.

The Client recognized that in this highly competitive 

and dynamic market, it had to move away from a 

static, manual pricing approach that made too many 

assumptions regarding demand, consumer behavior 

and the competition. It wanted to empower its car 

park operators to make more informed and strategic 

pricing decisions in the moment that will have the most 

positive impact on long-term profitability. 

Solution

The Client assembled a team to explore whether the 

principles of pricing and revenue management could 

work in a car park environment. After issuing an RFI 

and meeting with a number of vendors, it became clear 

that no solution had yet been developed for managing 

prices and optimizing revenues in the car park industry. 

However, one vendor — a company called IDeaS — 

did have extensive experience and success with this 

type of solution for the hospitality industry, and was 

convinced it could deliver an equally effective revenue 

management solution for car parks. 

Combining IDeaS’ expertise in revenue optimization 

with the Client’s extensive knowledge of the parking 

industry, the two teams worked closely to develop 

and implement a revenue management system (RMS) 

making full use of all relevant data sets, while integrating 

with existing technology platforms across all car parks 

and their third-party online providers. 



The end result is an automated, self-learning system — 

an industry first — that considers specific demand 

dynamics and challenges to arrive at the ideal offering 

mix and price points in real time for each car park facility. 

IDeaS analyzed the Client’s historical transactional 

data in the preliminary stages of development to 

identify demand patterns. These patterns allowed 

IDeaS to accurately forecast future demand for car 

park spaces. Historical demand analysis also revealed 

which car park services were most profitable and in 

highest demand, while identifying opportunities for 

new offerings altogether. 

Once development was complete, the proof-of-

concept phase began from late 2005 through early 

2006 at car parks serving one of the Client’s airports. 

This phase enabled the automation of both forecasts 

and primary pricing decisions, while demonstrating 

overall solution feasibility. It also allowed the Client 

to automate its existing pricing decisions and begin 

a staged progression toward a more sophisticated 

pricing model. 

Next, the Client examined the results from the proof-of-

concept phase to evaluate its benefits to the business, 

as IDeaS worked on refining the RMS based on what it 

had learned from implementation at one airport. The 

refined system proved successful by the end of 2006, 

and was rolled out to a second airport. This airport was 

chosen intentionally based on the high number of car 

park spaces reserved through the pre-booking option. 

By integrating with the Client’s booking software and 

car park system data, the IDeaS RMS enabled operators 

at both airports to respond dynamically to variations in 

market conditions and consumer demand. Specialized 

algorithms allowed automated updating of forecasts 

based on recent trends through pattern recognition 

technologies. For example, such algorithms could 

detect shifting trends, such as fewer people driving 

to the airport due to the increased availability of 

public transport, as well as one-time events that 

may temporarily suppress or increase demand. The 

integration of booking software and car park systems 

also ensured that pricing decisions were rapidly 

distributed to the various sales channels through an 

automated interface.

In December 2007, the commercial version of the RMS 

was launched under the name IDeaS CPRMS (Car Park 

Revenue Management System). Car parks across the 

Client’s largest airports were onboarded, collectively 

responsible for managing more than 50 million 

passengers per year. 

IDeaS CPRMS is offered through a software-as-a-

service (SaaS) model, in which the hosted software is 

deployed from a secure data center and accessed by 

authorized users via the web. This model simplifies 

deployment, minimally impacts IT infrastructure and 

The integration of booking software 

and car park systems also ensured 

that pricing decisions were rapidly 

distributed to the various sales 

channels through an automated 

interface.



reduces upfront costs. It also optimizes flexibility, which 

is vital for a business that can be abruptly impacted 

by a variety of external factors such as flight pattern 

changes, government regulations and even extreme 

weather events. 

Results

With IDeaS CPRMS, the Client has successfully 

automated its forecasting and car park pricing processes 

for its busiest airports, paving the way for more effective 

pricing distribution and more accurate revenue and 

utilization forecasts. These capabilities have helped 

maximize car park occupancy and maintain optimal 

price points for each available service, driving better 

bottom-line performance for the organization. 

The Client can now rapidly offer services that are more 

tailored to current customer demand, as customers 

take advantage of new value pricing opportunities 

during off-peak times and low-demand days. IDeaS 

CPRMS is also used to shift demand away from overly 

busy car parks and toward those with greater capacity, 

using pricing as the control to achieve the desired 

customer behavior. 

The same controls help the Client avoid overbooking by 

precisely managing the relationship between drive-up 

customers and those who pre-book their reservations. 

With a number of initiatives and tools in place to 

support growth and business performance, the 

partnership between the Client and IDeaS promises to 

pay even greater dividends in the future. The dynamic 

optimization of pricing will allow the car parks involved 

to remain aligned with the needs of their customers — 

and ahead of the capabilities of the marketplace — for 

years to come. 
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